SCRIPT
SCENE 1
The courtroom
The judge’s bench is at the back of the stage with a gavel and some paperwork on it. The court clerk
stands next to the bench along with the two policemen. The cows, led by Miss Correct, come on
stage (through the audience if possible).
COWS

Moo, moo!

The cows stand to the left side of the bench with Miss Correct at the front. She is dressed in a wig
and gown, holding paperwork etc. The donkeys, led by Mr Proper, come on stage (again through
the audience if possible).
DONKEYS

Hee-haw, hee-haw!

The donkeys stand to the right side of the bench with Mr Proper at the front, dressed like Miss
Correct. The cows and the donkeys shake their fists at each other and look very cross.
COURT CLERK

All rise for Honourable Judge Grumps.

Judge Grumps enters looking fed up, muttering under his breath. The animals settle down.
JUDGE GRUMPS

Humph! (He consults his paperwork) In the matter of the Cows versus
the Donkeys … ugh! (He throws the paperwork extravagantly over his
shoulder and rolls his eyes). Mr Proper and Miss Correct, would you
please approach the bench?

Mr Proper and Miss Correct approach the judge’s bench.
JUDGE GRUMPS

Would one of you tell me in plain English what this nonsense is all
about?

MISS CORRECT

It’s about a stable, m’lud.

JUDGE GRUMPS

A stable?

MR PROPER

It is a very special stable, m’lud.

MISS CORRECT

My clients, the cows, have lived peacefully in this stable for years.

MR PROPER

And they want my clients, the donkeys, to move out.

JUDGE GRUMPS

(Sounding really fed up) Oh no! Not another boring property dispute.
Why can’t it be a nice, juicy bank robbery? I love those.

COW 1

(Pointing at the donkeys) Get these squatters out!

DONKEY 1

We’re not squatters!
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COW 2

We can’t live with them, they live like animals.

DONKEY 2

But we’ve done the place up lovely since we moved in.

DONKEY 1

We’ve put shelving up and extended.

DONKEY 2

Yes, we’ve really upped the value of the property.

COW 1

They’re far too rowdy, Mr Judge.

COW 2

Having parties at all hours.

COW 1

Inviting all their friends round to our peaceful stable.

DONKEY 1

We haven’t invited anyone over!

MISS CORRECT

To date the donkeys have invited over (she unravels a very long list and
reads from it) their donkey cousin from Nazareth, one lamb, several
shepherds, a choir of angels, three men claiming to be ‘wise’, a young
married couple …

COW 1

And a baby! Don’t forget the baby.

COW 2

And babies are very noisy!

DONKEY 1

Babies are lovely.

DONKEY 2

Babies are cute… but we really haven’t invited anyone over!

MR PROPER

For the record, m’lud, the stable is large enough for everyone.

The judge puts his head in his hands.
Song 1.

WE’RE NOT MOVING OUT!

CD track 1/9

During the chorus of the song, the cows and donkeys should turn towards each other with their
hands on their hips.
JUDGE GRUMPS

Order, order!

POLICEMAN 1

Pipe down you ‘orrible lot!

POLICEMAN 2

Any more ruckus and you’ll be in contempt of court.

MISS CORRECT

Calling first witness.

JUDGE GRUMPS

(Really fed up) Do we have to?

Naz the narrator hurries onstage and stands at the front. The court clerk approaches.
COURT CLERK

Please state your name and profession for the record.
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NARRATOR

Naz the narrator.

JUDGE GRUMPS

You’re the narrator? You took your time didn’t you?

NARRATOR

(Clearing throat) Once upon a time there was a young girl and her name
was Mary.

JUDGE GRUMPS

What’s this got to do with the stable?

MISS CORRECT

It is relevant.

MR PROPER

I concur m’lud.

JUDGE GRUMPS

Very well, but leave out any flowery nonsense. All I want are the facts.
Proceed.

NARRATOR

Mary was very special because she had been chosen by God to be
the mother of Jesus. When the time came to have her baby, she had
to travel with her husband Joseph to Bethlehem. It was a long and
arduous journey and took many weeks. Mary was exhausted.

A heavily pregnant Mary and Joseph walk across the front of the stage with their donkey (optional).
JUDGE GRUMPS

I think I know how she felt!

NARRATOR

M’lud, my job is that of storyteller. I can see you don’t really want to be
here. Why don’t I tell you all about this special stable in my own way and
show you what happened?

The characters in the courtroom freeze. The narrator extends a hand towards the judge.
JUDGE GRUMPS

Very well. Anything to get out of this stuffy courtroom and away from
these crazy animals.

The judge takes the narrator’s hand and they walk to the front of the stage away from the
courtroom. The courtroom characters leave the stage.
NARRATOR

And before they knew it the narrator and the judge were whisked away
from the courtroom and transported all the way to…

JUDGE GRUMPS

Cut that out. I just want plain facts, remember?

NARRATOR

OK, OK. Mary was due to give birth to her baby, but like I said she and
Joseph had to travel all the way to Bethlehem to take part in a very
important census. When they got to Bethlehem, however, it was chaos.

SCENE 2
Busy Bethlehem
The judge and the narrator take up their positions on a stage block to one side of the stage, out of
the way of the main stage, but where they can see the action and be seen by the audience. Stanley,
Mrs Innkeeper and the other innkeepers come on stage and stand at the front. The citizens and
travellers come on and mill about behind them and infront of the stage.
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For extra speaking parts, an optional section follows in grey for citizens and Roman soldiers.
CITIZEN 1

It’s madness.

CITIZEN 2

I’m squashed.

CITIZEN 3

Hashtag ‘Bethlehem’s gone bonkers’.

CITIZEN 4

Hashtag ‘I agree’.

ROMAN SOLDIER 1 Form an orderly queue.
ROMAN SOLDIER 2

No pushing in.

ROMAN SOLDIER 3

Or you’ll be sent to the back.

ROMAN SOLDIER 4

No selfie sticks allowed.

A citizen reluctantly puts away his selfie stick.
ROMAN SOLDIER 1

Cheer up.

ROMAN SOLDIER 2

You’re nearly there.

ROMAN SOLDIER 3

You are important to us.

ROMAN SOLDIER 4

You’re only 500th in the queue.

MRS INNKEEPER

No room at our inn. Hear that everybody? Tell them Stanley. (Stanley
goes to speak, but his wife shouts over him) No room at our inn.

INNKEEPER 1

There’s no room at my inn either.

INNKEEPER 2

Nor mine if you must know.

INNKEEPER 3

Nor mine.

MRS INNKEEPER

Yes, but ours was full first, isn’t that right Stanley? (Stanley opens his
mouth but doesn’t get a chance to speak) Full first. Probably because ours
is the best.

INNKEEPER 1

Hardly. I’ve been turning them away for an hour now.

INNKEEPER 2

Is that all? I’ve been turning them away since lunchtime.

INNKEEPER 3

I’ve been turning them away since breakfast time.

MRS INNKEEPER

And I’ve been turning them away since the crack of dawn. It’s so hard
being the best the whole time. Stanley agrees, don’t you Stanley?
(Stanley nods).
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Song 2.

FULL TO THE BRIM

CD track 2/10

The citizens and travellers (and optional Roman soldiers) leave the stage; Mary and Joseph enter
looking forlorn and exhausted.
INNKEEPER 1

No room at the inn.

INNKEEPER 2

No room at the inn.

INNKEEPER 3

No room at the inn.

MRS INNKEEPER

No room at the best inn in Bethlehem.

JOSEPH

(To Mrs Innkeeper) Do you have any free beds at all? My wife is about to
have a baby.

MARY

Please, we’ll sleep anywhere.

MRS INNKEEPER

Sorry, no can do. But rest assured that you’re being turned away from
the best inn in Bethlehem.

INNKEEPER 1

(To the other innkeepers) Cheeky. Just listen to her bragging.

INNKEEPER 2

Have you seen the state of her front step?

INNKEEPER 3

Filthy dirty. I wouldn’t wipe my feet on it.

MRS INNKEEPER

(To Mary and Joseph) Trust me, if you’re going to be rejected, you’ve
come to the best place.

JOSEPH

Please, we’re desperate.

MRS INNKEEPER

Oh, you poor things.

MARY

Are you sure you don’t have any space for us at all?

MRS INNKEEPER

But we’ve got people sleeping everywhere, haven’t we Stanley? They’re
in the bath, in the airing cupboard. It’s what happens when you’re the
best. Next I’ll be putting people in my stable! (She laughs and then looks
serious) Ah, now there’s an idea!

INNKEEPER 1

Just listen to that!

INNKEEPER 2

Putting guests in a dirty old stable!

INNKEEPER 3

The nerve of the woman!

MRS INNKEEPER

My stable’s clean enough to eat your dinner off, thank you very much.
Just ask the cows.

JOSEPH

The stable it is.
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MARY

You are very kind.

MRS INNKEEPER

Follow me. Come along now Stanley, we haven’t got time to stand
around chatting all day. (Stanley rolls his eyes)

Stanley, Mrs Innkeeper and the other innkeepers leave the stage.
JUDGE GRUMPS

So the innkeepers let them rest in their stable? Is this the same stable by
any chance? I still don’t see what’s so special about it. Can’t you just tell
me the ending?

NARRATOR

A narrator never gives away the ending. You’ll have to wait and see what
happens next.

SCENE 3
The Wise Men
Balthasar, Melchior and Caspar enter the stage and stand in a line facing the audience. They are
spread out, each carrying a loud buzzer in their hands. The fans come on and stand around the
wise men and the quiz masters enter the stage in sparkly jackets holding their question cards.
QUIZ MASTER 1

(Addressing Balthasar) Name?

BALTHASAR

Balthasar.

QUIZ MASTER 2

Occupation?

MELCHIOR

(Pressing his buzzer) He’s a wise man. We all are.

CASPAR

We haven’t started yet Melchior.

MELCHIOR

I can’t help it, Caspar. I really can’t wait to show everyone just how wise
we are.

QUIZ MASTER 1

Chosen specialist subject?

BALTHASAR

Everything!

MELCHIOR

(BUZZ) Because we really are very, very, very wise.

CASPAR

He’s off again!

QUIZ MASTER 2

Balthasar, Melchior, Caspar, you have one minute on your chosen
specialist subject of ‘everything’ starting from … now! Why are you
currently in Bethlehem?

BALTHASAR

(BUZZ) We’ve travelled here to meet the newborn King.

QUIZ MASTER 1

Correct. How did you navigate your way here?

MELCHIOR

(BUZZ) We followed a star from the East.
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QUIZ MASTER 2

Correct. What is the capital of Iceland?

CASPAR

(BUZZ) Reykjavik.

QUIZ MASTER 1

Correct. What gifts have you brought for the newborn King?

BALTHASAR

(BUZZ) Gold, frankincense and myrrh.

QUIZ MASTER 2

Correct. Why are camels so grumpy?

MELCHIOR

(BUZZ) Because they’ve always got the hump!

QUIZ MASTER 1

Correct.

For extra speaking parts, an optional fan section follows. The group of fans could get bigger as the
quiz progresses and the clapping gets louder each time the wise men answer a question correctly.
FAN 1

I’ve never seen anything like it!

FAN 2

They really are the wisest men ever.

FAN 3

Astonishing!

FAN 4

Let’s hear it for the three wise men! (Lots of cheering)

QUIZ MASTER 2

How do you download twelve programmes on to your Sky Box at the
same time?

The wise men falter and look unsure as they whisper frantically to each other.
QUIZ MASTER 2

No conferring.

QUIZ MASTER 1

I’ll have to hurry you.

CASPAR

(BUZZ) You get your children to do it for you?

QUIZ MASTER 1

Correct!

BALTHASAR

Nicely done Caspar.

MELCHIOR

Very wise.

CASPAR

That was a close one!

Optional fan section:
FAN 5

Love you Balthy!

FAN 6

Go kings, go!

QUIZ MASTER 1

What will you do when you get to the stable and see the newborn King?
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BALTHASAR

(BUZZ) Worship Him.

QUIZ MASTER 2

Correct.

MELCHIOR

Come on, ask us a hard one.

CASPAR

Anything you like, we are the wise men after all.

QUIZ MASTER 1

What’s brown and…?

A whistle sounds to signal the end of the quiz.
QUIZ MASTER 1

I’ve started so I’ll finish. What’s brown and sticky?

BALTHASAR

(BUZZ) A stick.

QUIZ MASTER 2

Correct. Balthasar, Melchior, Caspar, you have answered a total of eight
questions correctly and no passes.

The fans cheer and whoop loudly, as do the wise men.
QUIZ MASTER 1

Congratulations, you really are Wise Men!
Song 3.

BALTHASAR

THE WISEST MEN

CD track 3/11

Come on everyone, are you with us? Let’s follow the star!

The star appears.
MELCHIOR

To the stable to greet the newborn King!

CASPAR

(Looking around) Now, where did I leave my camel?
Song 4.

FOLLOW ME!

CD track 4/12

JUDGE GRUMPS

A newborn King in a lowly stable? Yes, yes. I think I’m starting to get the
picture. Can’t you simply tell me about it though?

NARRATOR

Oh no, you need to see this for yourself.

SCENE 4
Up in the hills
Shepherds enter wearing sunglasses and binoculars. They stand one on either side of the stage (or
if there are lots of shepherds, they make two groups in a line on either side), backs straight, hands
folded, scoping the area like security guards. They are very still and stony-faced. They take out
walkie-talkies.
SHEPHERD 2

Base camp to Shepherd One. Come in Shepherd One.
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SHEPHERD 1

This is Shepherd One. Go ahead.

SHEPHERD 2

Have you got a visual on the grassy hillock?

SHEPHERD 1

(Takes out binoculars and peers through them) Area is secure, over.

SHEPHERD 2

Copy that. Moving sheep up to the grassy hillock in T-minus 3, 2, 1. Go!

SHEPHERD 1

Sheep are on the move. Repeat, sheep are on the move.

The sheep trundle on to the stage baa-ing. The shepherds stay at the sides of the stage or move
off the stage so that the sheep can get into rows ready for their actions in the following song. The
sheep do all the actions that are sung and after the first chorus they should end up facing away
from the audience, wiggling their tails, faces to the front over their shoulders. They stay there
through the verse but with their heads turned away from the audience before picking up the
actions again, finishing the song facing the audience.
Song 5.

THE SHEEP SHIMMY

CD track 5/13

SHEPHERD 2

Move complete. Sheep are locked down. All safe and secure.

SHEPHERD 1

Roger that. Nicely done Base Camp.

SHEPHERD 2

Over and out.

The shepherds leave the stage, but stay nearby, and the sheep huddle together facing the audience
watching a ‘television’ avidly.
SHEEP 1

Right, what are we watching on this television tonight then?

SHEEP 2

There’s nothing on!

SHEEP 3

There are five hundred channels, there must be something on!

SHEEP 1

Stop hogging the remote. I want to watch the footy.

SHEEP 2

I want to watch the cookery channel.

SHEEP 3

What about my soap?

The angels come on quietly and stand in a line behind the sheep, their backs to the audience. Angel
Gabriel stands to the side of the stage, but slightly behind the sheep.
SHEEP 1

(Having spotted the angels, he nudges the others) Hey, this looks
interesting.

SHEEP 2

(Still staring at the TV) More interesting than the telly?

SHEEP 3

I don’t think so somehow!

Angel Gabriel spreads his arms wide.
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SHEEP 1

Hey guys, I think you’d better see this.

The sheep turn round to have a look and as they do they sit down so that the angels can be seen.
The angels turn one after another in their line. It is quite a sight.
SHEEP 1

WOW!

SHEEP 2 & 3

WOW!

The shepherds come back on stage lowering their sunglasses to have a proper look but
immediately put them back on again as it is such a bright sight.
SHEPHERDS

WOW!
Song 6.

JUDGE GRUMPS

GLORY TO GOD

CD track 6/14

Well, in all my years as a judge I’ve never seen anything like it.

The angels, shepherds and sheep exit the stage. The judge and narrator come off the side block and
on to the main stage. Mr Proper and Miss Correct enter and stand either side of the judge.
MR PROPER

Have you reached a verdict, m’lud?

JUDGE GRUMPS

Yes, I think I have. But first, tell me something. When exactly did these
events take place?

MISS CORRECT

Yesterday, m’lud.

JUDGE GRUMPS

Yesterday? You mean they’re all still there? Quick! To the stable! I think I
need to see this with my own eyes.

NARRATOR

This way everybody. Let’s greet the newborn King!

SCENE 5
To the stable
Everyone exits the stage. The cows and the donkeys come on and stand at the front, cows on one
side, donkeys on the other. They are still fighting and there are lots of hands on hips! The policemen
are standing between them trying to keep them apart, their arms outstretched. Judge Grumps, Naz
the narrator, Mr Proper and Miss Correct enter and watch for a moment.
COW 1

Get out of our stable this minute. Shoo!

DONKEY 1

It’s our stable. We’re not budging.

COW 2

Things were peaceful here until you invited all your friends.

DONKEY 2

We didn’t invite anybody; we keep telling you, they’re nothing to do
with us.

The cows and donkeys move to one side to reveal the Nativity tableau. Mary, Joseph, baby Jesus,
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the wise men, angels and shepherds are all there. Mary, cradling Jesus, comes forward to sing her
solo. The cows and donkeys stop fighting and everybody joins in the second time it’s sung through.
Song 7.

PRECIOUS BABY

CD track 7/15

JUDGE GRUMPS

So it is true, the Son of God has been born in this lowly stable.

COW 1

The Son of God?

DONKEY 1

In our stable?

JUDGE GRUMPS

Yes. You’ve been so busy squabbling that you haven’t noticed what’s
been happening right under your very noses.

NARRATOR

And for the first time the cows and donkeys were speechless. Being in
the presence of the tiny baby Jesus they suddenly felt the amazing love
and peace that He’d brought to the world.

COW 1

All this arguing seems a bit silly now.

DONKEY 1

It seems… VERY silly!

JUDGE GRUMPS

At last you both agree on something.

COW 2

I feel ashamed.

DONKEY 2

I feel double ashamed.

JUDGE GRUMPS

Fighting and hating is no way to live at all. Could you agree to live
together in harmony? To love each other?

COWS

(Looking at the donkeys) To love our neighbours?

DONKEYS

(Looking at the cows) To love our neighbours?

JUDGE GRUMPS

Well, do I really need to give you my verdict?

COW 1

Let’s not argue anymore. Let’s try to love each other and live in harmony
with one another.

The cows and donkeys nod in agreement.
DONKEY 1

Agreed!

COWS & DONKEYS

Agreed!

JUDGE GRUMPS

Wonderful. This case is now closed. (He bangs his gavel)

The cows and the donkeys shake hands and all the other characters clap and cheer.
MR PROPER

Back to the courtroom m’lud?
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MISS CORRECT

Lots to do m’lud.

JUDGE GRUMPS

Yes, soon. But for now I think I’d like to stay awhile.

NARRATOR

So they all stayed and celebrated the birth of Jesus. True to their word
the cows and the donkeys tried to live the rest of their days alongside
each other in peace and love. And as for Jesus, his story is still being told
today, thousands of years later, changing people’s lives, giving hope,
love and peace.

Mary carries Jesus back to the manger and lays Him in it. They all gather round to see Him.
NARRATOR

Which leaves me with only one more thing left to say. Can you guess
what it is?

Balthasar presses his buzzer.
BALTHASAR

Ooh, I know this one, it’s Merry… um, Merry…

Melchior and Caspar press their buzzers.
MEL. & CASPAR

Merry Christmas!

NARRATOR

Correct. (To the audience) And a very Merry Christmas to all of you!
Song 8.

THAT FIRST CHRISTMAS NIGHT

THE END
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CD track 8/16

